
Limitless App 

Development
A fundamentally new approach to design, build, deploy, 
maintain and operate your business applications

Are you getting the most out of your software - developing, operating, 

maintaining and being able to react to operational challenges?


Organisations are being held back by traditional methods of software 

development which has resulted in huge costs, project delays, significant 

maintenance challenges and technical debt. 

TAAP is an agile application platform that allows organisations to accelerate the 
development and hosting of business applications. TAAP’s proprietary 
technology simplifies the way in which applications are developed by elevating 
and abstracting the process by which software is created, shifting the emphasis 
from implementation to specification.



TAAP technology takes your specification, machine generates your application, 
deploys it - now live in just a few minutes, users can log into a fully functional 
prototype application. TAAP eliminates maintenance, reduces technical debt 
and allows the software to operate for the next 10 or more years.



What is TAAP?

Collapse the software 
development lifecycle 


Remove human error, creating 
bug free implementation.

Average saving of £90,000 per 
application deployed with TAAP

End to end time saving: from 
concept to launch of 75%

Access tech used by 
£multi-billion enterprises

Machine generation of 
applications in minutes
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Accelerate digital transformation with the 
market’s most powerful app builder. 

Low cost entry for organisations of any size 
simplifying tech adoption as you grow.

Stable and consistent pricing for the last 
20 years.

Experiment with enterprise app features & 
designs without wasting time or resources.

Generative technology built on 20+ years of 
enterprise application development.

Generate fully functioning enterprise scale 
applications without coding or complex 
frameworks.

Cut project risk by bringing your 
specification to life as an app.

Reduces effort and cost of implementation, 
testing, maintenance, and technical debt.

Allows IT professionals to collaborate more 
effectively with the business, reducing the 
backlog of work. 

Our Vaccination Service Platform was delivered within an astonishingly short 
span of 10 days. It’s revolutionized our workflow, ensuring seamless 
coordination and efficiency across the board and is a testament to the power 
of innovation in addressing complex challenges.

Sarah Kelsall, Project Manager Imperial College Healthcare NHS Trust

“
”

Why customers use TAAP

Trusted by UK Government, global   
brands & cyber security organisations. 

Global deployments with applications 
used by hundreds of thousands of 
business users.

Long-term customers in health, 
automotive, energy and retail. 

20+ year track record across 56 
industries and 110 verticals.

Microsoft Elite Partner, selected for  
Multiparty Private Offer programme. 

Available in Microsoft Azure 
Marketplace - retire 100% of deal 
against MACC.

TAAP's no-code tools have been 
recognised by Gartner® for 
Innovation in the Hype Cycle™ for 
Digital Workplace Applications 2023



At TAAP, we believe in making 
technology straightforward 
and accessible for businesses 
of every size. Our focus is on 
delivering tools that simplify 
the process of innovation and 
scaling, removing the usual 
complexities of tech adoption.

Get free access to the 
TAAP store & our AI App 
builder (TAAP ACE) when 
you buy TAAP Accelerate. 



Discount on any 
associated consulting     
to kick start your 
innovation journey.*

Advanced security protocols including encryption, SSO and 
network security controls protect applications and data.

Dynamic Resource Allocation - Azure automatically adjusts 
computing resources based on application demand

Global and regional compliance standards e.g. GDPR, 
HIPAA, and FedRAMP.

Supports fluctuating workloads by seamlessly scaling 
up or down, ideal for businesses with variable demand.

Continuous monitoring and threat detection using Azure 
Security Centre to provide real-time security alerts. 

Select different service tiers and configurations to match 
specific performance and budget requirements.

The Security and Compliance Standard

Scalability and Flexibility

Our promise to you

TAAP Special offer

Read our Case Studies

TAAP is available via the Microsoft Azure Marketplace in 140 markets 
and sets the standard for secure app deployment at global scale   
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An AI App Builder that shifts the 

emphasis from Implementation to 

Specification. ACE machine generates 

fully functional enterprise scale apps 

in seconds, eliminating maintenance, 

reduces technical debt, and all whilst 

improving quality, consistency, 

resilience, reducing costs and 

accelerating digital transformation.  

On Premise

Deployment

Air Gap

Deployment

Cloud

ACE

Availability of worldwide data centres over multiple continents 
delivering low-latency and high-availability services.

Supporting single sign on out of the box without any 
additional IT support.

Use Microsoft’s multi-currency tax and billing engine to publish 
and sell your own apps using TAAP technology.

Turnkey solutions for immediate benefit

DevicesBrowser DevicesBrowser DevicesBrowser 

Gateway APIs (bidirectional communications)

ERP | SAP | EPR

HL7 / Rest/ OAuth2


Accelerate IDE
Integrated Development 

Environment with WYSIWYG  

support to streamline application 

development using TAAP’s high 

order declarative language.

Platform supports unlimited applications and processes

Supports 

offline 

mode

Multiple Operating Systems Multiple Browsers

TAAP - The Agile Application Platform

TAAP Container TAAP Container

TAAP ApplicationsTAAP Applications

TAAP Container

Multiple Devices

Compute

Storage/SQL

Azure OpenAI

https://ontaap.com/case-studies/
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